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The durable and convenient Colorado EasyToFold state map will take all the wear and tear your

journey can dish out. The heavy-duty laminated design allows you to mark your route, make notes,

then wipe the surface clean for further use. This is a must-have for navigation whether you're a state

resident or just passing through. Easy to fold means no fumbling Heavy-duty lamination allows you

to write on, wipe off Durable and tear resistant Folds to display individual map sections Full-color

maps with enhanced cartography Clearly indicated highways, county boundaries, points of interest,

and more Quick-reference legend and city indexProduct DetailsDimensions: 9" x 4.25" folded; 18" x

17" unfolded.
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Great map series. I highly recommend any state map of this type! For one that uses good old

fashion paper maps, this product is for you.I also use these to confirm what my GPS says! Nothing

like redundancy!! I have used the free state maps you get from welcome centers or other venues

when travelling & had problems with them tearing along the folds or simply wearing out. This

eliminates this problem. These maps should last indefinitely & with the economy tanking, I don't

expect any radical changes or many new hwys to be built in the near future. However should there

be new highways, these maps could easily be drawn on with any marker to modify the map. Great

product & well worth the $$!!



I like the laminated feature which makes it easy to open and close quickly, and easy to hold in your

hand while driving. The print was small for me. A drawback for me, and maybe for others, is that it

does not give the entire state in one picture, the state is divided down the middle of the state and

shown in two parts, rather than one continuous map of the whole state. As I do most of my traveling

up and down and back and forth across the middle of the state, this doesn't work well for me at all.

Rand McNally has always made excellent road maps and travel atlases. But I needed something to

be used during my motorcycle trips that would stand up to inclement weather without being

damaged. I will say I love these plastic coated maps. They fold up really easily, don't get all tangled

because of the wind and are very clear and bright. You can even use a dry-erase marker to highlight

areas of interests or routes. They cost a little more and are not extremely detailed, but for using

them to route a motorcycle trip and having them easy to grab, use and put away even in wet

conditions is perfect. I use a GPS, but I still carry maps every time I ride. I own one of these maps

for every Western State and every state I plan on visiting.These are great.5 Stars without any

hesitation!!!

I haven't even used it yet and I already love it! I love how it is laminated and how it folds up. I won't

actually be using it until June when I go to Colorado but I have looked it over and it is easy to read

and will be easy to pack!

This map is the greatest! I lived in CO for most of my life and I think this map is just perfect because

it shows me at a glance how to go from one great ride to another. There are so many good places to

ride and this map ranks them for me, so I can see what other people think, plus I "found" some new

roads to ride. I spent a lot more money on the TAT map and found it hard to read and I didn't always

agree with TAT's opinion.

The lamination is fine, but the map is very small and has few details. Once unfolded, it's only about

20"x 20" ... impossible to fit many of the roads in a state within that area.

Love these Rand McNally laminated maps. We love to travel and although we have a GPS, it is still

wonderful to have a good map to see the overview of where we are going. These maps hold up and

make a great memento of the trip. I mark our route as we go and then for years we can look back

and remember the fun.



Very disappointed. It is half the size I was expecting and I can't read much off it, way too small.
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